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TIMTAM

CENTRAL BEARDED
DRAGON
P O G O N A

V I T T I C E P S

Make the Latin Relatable: This first name Pogona is the

Brandywine Zoo Bearded Dragon 1.0.0
‘Tim tam’ 1.0-male
DOH: from Dec 01, 2018 to Jan 01, 2019
AQ: 12/9/2019
About Name: Named after the Australian cookie
Acquired From: Relinquished pet

genus name and is derived from the greek word pogon,
that means "beard." The second name vitticeps is a
generic name. This means "striped head" [7].

Other subspecies: There are 8 species of lizard in the
genus Pogona, all native to Australia. The genus Pogona
characterizes a small group of dragon lizards with
relatively large and triangular shaped heads possessing
spinose scales and having varying sized spines along their
sides and to the base of the head.[10]

Other relatives:

Bearded Dragons belong to the lizard

family called Agamidae that also includes the well known
Frill-Knecked Lizards, Thorny Devils, Eastern Water
Dragons, Lake Eyre Dragons and Earless Dragons.
Bearded Dragons are distinguished from other Agamids
by certain features and belong in the genus Pogona,
which includes several Bearded Dragons. [10]

Status- Least Concern
Geographic Region and Range
Bearded dragons occupy a large range of habitats
from the desert to dry forests and scrub-lands. It is
a semi arboreal lizard that can be found basking on
fallen branches, fence posts, and picnic tables.

Habitat
Desert, dune, savanna, grassland

Longevity
Wild: 3-5 years
Under Human Care: 7-10 years

What are AZA Zoos doing for the Bearded Dragons?
Zoos are working to educate the public on responsible
pet ownership of this commonly kept pet species.

CENTRAL BEARDED DRAGON

Age Specific
Talking Points
Early Childhood
How are these animals the same or

Physical Description
Size:

different from you?

Weight:

18-22"

10-18 ounces (283-510 gr) [2]

Tail accounts of over 1/2 the total body length
They are appropriately named bearded dragon because of their "beard," an expandable throat
pouch with spiky scales.
They have a broad, triangular head, round bodies, stout legs, and robust tails.
Color for this species depends on the soil of the region they live in, ranging from dull brown
grey, tan with red or gold highlights, white, yellow, red, reddish-brown or orange.
They are capable of undergoing moderate changes in the shade of their color to help regulate
temperature [4].
Coloration varies among the different races of the inland bearded dragons, from uniform tan
to chocolate brown [2].

Bearded dragons are reptiles, which are
"cold blooded." This means they can't
regulate their body temperature like us,
but instead move in and out of warm or
cool places to regulate.

Ages 6-8
How can you help bearded dragons?
They are VERY commonly kept as pets, but
reptiles are not beginner pets. They
require complex setups and diets, plus
specialty vets for wellness and sick visits.
Make sure if you're considering a reptile as

Dimorphism:

Males: have wider cloacal opening, the base of

a pet to do your homework before getting
one.

larger beard (often black) and possess

DIET

and beard tends to be darker[2]. Male have more

Omnivores

the tail is wider, the head is usually larger with a

hemipenes. Males’ head is broader than females,
pronounced femoral pores than female (these can
be seen as waxy bumps on the underside of the
back legs) and have hemi-penal bulges at the vent

Diet in the Wild

Is this an animal that you can find in
your backyard?
No, but there are other species of lizards
found in Delaware (see below).

Ages 8-10

They live in areas where food may

What can bearded dragons teach

Females: Not markedly smaller at sexual maturity

be hard to find, so bearded

you?

than males, but males mature at a much smaller

the wild bearded dragons will eat

area [10]

size [5].

dragons are not finicky eaters. In
almost anything that could be

Behavior

considered food. [10] Their
stomachs are large to

Diurnal

accommodate large quantities of

Semi-arboreal, can be found basking on fallen

plant matter, insects, and the

branches, fence posts, etc [6].

occasional small rodent or lizard

If required, they will dig into the ground and

[6].

remain dormant for long periods of time until
unfavorable conditions, such as unusually hot or
cold weather, improve [2].

Diet in the Zoo

Adapted for desert life, when they get too hot,

Reptile salad (squash, sweet

bearded dragons will actually bask with their

potato, fruit, greens), mealworms

mouths wide open, almost like a panting dog [10]

occasionally as enrichment

Defense Mechanisms

What eats it?

When threatened by another inland bearded
dragon or a possible predator, an inland bearded
dragon will challenge the intruder by headbobbing, flattening out its body, flaring out its
throat and displaying the colorful lining of its
gaping mouth [2].

Social Structure & Communication

Some animals may look tough and scary to
warn off predators. This is called a
defense mechanism.

Ages 10-15
What connections do people in the
community have to bearded dragons?
Many people have kept bearded dragons
as pets. While they can be great "starter"
reptiles, they still require the same amount
of homework, commitment, and significant
finances (they can be quite expensive!) to
get started. Getting any pet should not be
taken lightly.

How is the health of bearded dragons
and the environment interconnected?

Gull-billed Tern (based on

So many species were historically

carcasses in tern colonies),

exported from Australia for the pet trade

goannas, Black-headed Python,

that it threatened many with extinction.

Dingo, birds of prey as well as

Australian species are now illegal to

introduced carnivores such as

export from the country for the pet trade,

cats and foxes

but many reptile species kept as pets are
still commonly wild-caught. This is yet

The beard of the dragon is used for both mating and aggression displays [6].Both sexes have
a beard, but males display more frequently, especially for courtship rituals. Females will,

another reason to "do your homework"
when exploring a reptile as a pet.

however, display their beard as a sign of aggression also. The beard turns dark to jet black

How are you connected to their

and inflates during the display [6].

ecosystems?

An interesting behavior in this social species is

semaphore, or arm waving. The bearded

dragon stands on three legs and waves one of its forelimbs in a slow circular pattern. It looks
a lot like the bearded dragon is waving hello, or swimming in a slow circular pattern. One
function of arm waving seems to be species recognition. Arm waving is also used to show
submission. A small bearded dragon will respond with arm waving when confronted by a
larger, more dominant bearded dragon. Females will also arm wave to avoid aggression
from males, especially if the male is head bobbing [6]. Males normally discontinue arm
waving as they reach maturity, but females will continue to wave toward aggressive males
during the breeding season and while copulating [2].
Head bobbing is when the male quickly bobs its head up and down, often with a darkened
beard. The male will head bob to show dominance to both smaller insubordinate males and

The Australian Outback may seem like a
world away, but many people know more
about Australian wildlife than they do
Delaware's. Australia is known for having
incredible diversity and unique species,
but did you know Delaware has 5 species
of lizards- little brown skinks, broadheaded skinks, 5-lined skinks, Eastern
fence lizards, and Eastern 6-lined
racerunners?

females that he would like to mate. [6]

Adults

A distinct hierarchy can be seen when these usually lizards congregate at prime basking

Why are personal and cultural

sites and at times of abundant food.

connections with bearded dragons

Reproduction

Oviparous, egg-laying
The age of sexual maturity has not been measured, although it is estimated to be about one

important?
The big message here is about responsible
pet ownership when considering a reptile

or two years. Body size and growth rates are more important than age when determining

as a pet. Many people have had bearded

sexual maturity in bearded dragons [4]

dragons as pets, but it is only

Mating occurs in the Australian spring and summer months of September to March. [6]

recommended with careful consideration

Females dig a burrow and lay up to 24 eggs per clutch, and up to 9 clutches per year. [6]

to advanced pet owners.

In captive conditions, the eggs will hatch in 55 to 75 days. [6]

Why should people care about

Females have also been known to store sperm and are able to lay many clutches of fertile

ecosystem health?

eggs from one mating [6]
Hatchlings weigh about .07 ounces (2 gr) at birth and average 4 inches (10 cm) in length.

Humans have introduced feral cats all

Young usually grow rapidly and gain adult size within a year. [2]

around the world, which are quickly driving
many species to extinction. (see
Conservation section)
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Glossary
Dormant: is a period in an organism's life
cycle when growth, development, and physical
activity are temporarily stopped.

Oviparous: refers to animals that lay eggs,
with little or no other embryonic development
within the mother.

Hemipenes: duplex male sexual reproductive

Fun Facts

The bulk of captive-bred bearded dragons today are thought to have
originated from stock illegally exported from Australia during the 1970s. [4]
Since the 1960's, Australia has strictly prohibited exports of any native
wildlife [6]
The two most popular species that are commonly kept as pets are this
species, P. vitticeps, and the western bearded dragon (Pogona minor minor
[4]

organs of lizards and snakes, usually held
inverted, within the body’s vent/cloaca

Semaphore: a method of sign-language

During lean seasons, they survive on nutrients and fat reserves stored in their
large abdomens. [2]

communication consisting of arm or foot
waving. Found in species lacking vocal
communication abilities or eardrums, such as
the Panamanian golden toad.

Recent research has indicated that Bearded Dragons poses primitive venom
glands, the use of venom in dragon lizards is not yet understood, however a
bite from this species should pose no long-term ill effect.

